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Nina Yankowitz Recalls Woodstock’s Group 212

December 30th, 2010 by Julia blelock

A 1968 Draped Painting by Nina Yankowitz: "Oh Say Can you See?"
The Woodstock Festival of 1969 was officially named the Woodstock Music
& Art Fair. According to Michael Lang in Roots of the 1969 Woodstock
Festival, the inclusion of “art” in the festival name was a nod to Woodstock,
NY’s status as an art colony—beginning in the early 1900s with Byrdcliffe
and the Maverick Festivals, and later with organizations like Group 212.
Recently I spoke by phone with Nina Yankowitz of nyartprojects about her
days at Group 212. A 1969 Fine Arts graduate of the School of Visual
Arts, Yankowitz doesn’t recall where she first heard about the fusion
collective, but she says that word about it was on the street in NYC’s
Greenwich Village. Nina loved Group 212’s fearless collaborative spirit, and
remembers that she first installed her draped paintings on the trees in the
surrounding Group 212 landscape. She says that Group 212’s propulsive
and adventurous style of mixing music, painting, sculpture, photography,
electronic sounds, poetry, and performance art opened her up to embrace
new technologies and emerging artistic disciplines. For example, she met
Ken Werner, a musician, at 212 in the summer of 1968, and she recalls
their collaboration. Werner made an audio rendition to realize Nina’s desire
to include sound that would mimic the musical score, Oh Say Can You See,
on her draped canvas. This embodied the concept of hearing and seeing
sounds as they unfolded from her draped paintings. The installation was
exhibited later that year at Kornblee Gallery in New York City.

Nina Yankowitz (in Foreground) Dancing at Group 212

Yankowitz remembers running to catch the bus to Greenwich Village from
South Orange Junior High School in New Jersey. She would sneak out of
school to attend performances by Dylan and Hugh Romney at the Cafe
Wha in the Village, returning without her delinquency having been
discovered. Her later Woodstock experience put her in touch with many
new and exciting musicians and artistic collaborators. She met people like
Sunny Murray, Dave Burrell, and Chuck Santon—an artist who spent most
of his time at Robert Wilson‘s Byrdcliffe, devoted to experimental
workshops/productions. She also met musician Juma Sultan, and it was he
who encouraged Nina and a friend to dance while Juma, Archie Shepp,
Sunny Murray, and Dave Burrell were jamming. She remembers the music
director wanting to “pull the cane around our necks!” Juma also took her to
Byrdcliffe to meet Bob Dylan, and they, with others from the community,
attended a Sound-Out at Pan Copeland’s farm. Yankowitz recalls people
jumping through the fences, lying on the grass and watching acts like Tim
Hardin and Ritchie Havens.
One detail eludes Nina about her time at Group 212. She remembers a
friend there who created marvelous performances based upon the myth of
Icarus. He also made beautiful photographs with his box camera.
~Weston Blelock

Joan Braderman, The Heretics, 2009, stills from a color film, 95 minutes. Left: Detail of
Joyce Kozloff's Voyages. Right: Lucy Lippard.
“IT BECAME VERY CLEAR TO ME that everything in my life, in terms of my art, I was going
to have to fight for.” So says artist Nina Yankowitz in The Heretics, Joan Braderman’s infopacked documentary on the groundbreaking feminist art magazine Heresies. The film
contextualizes the hurdles faced at the dawn of second-wave feminism: Prior to the 1970s, as
interviewees attest, one of the highest compliments a female artist might get from teachers
and critics was that she “painted like a man.” Published from 1977 to 1992, Heresies was
produced out of (still) scrappy Lower Manhattan by a sprawling collective of artists and writers
drawn together to support and explore women’s art in defiance of a curatorial and historical
vacuum. Herself a Heresies veteran, Braderman reconnects with former participants, now
living around the globe, including critic Lucy Lippard; filmmaker Su Friedrich; architect Susana
Torre; artists Amy Sillman, Miriam Schapiro, Mary Miss, and Cecilia Vicuna; and twenty or so
others, editing together their stories into a fast-paced, thematically chaptered montage.
Upbeat and affirmative, the documentary employs copious low-tech text and graphics
sequences in keeping with the style of Braderman’s canonical video-lecture projects like Joan
Does Dynasty (1986) and Joan Sees Stars (1992). Though The Heretics ends with a nod to
the present with a short sequence on third-wave feminist collective publishers LTTR, it’s
Braderman’s portrait of another era that drives the film. The stories these women tell envision
a radically different moment in art-world history, one in which questions of career and market
are barely mentioned, and philosophical arguments are firmly grounded in street-level politics.
Braderman’s take is unabashedly utopian and celebratory but looks to the past for lessons
rather than nostalgia. For as artist Emma Amos notes, “There are more women artists than
there are male artists. More of them will get into the best programs. And then what happens?
The boys still have the edge on us.”
— Ed Halter
The Heretics screens at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, October 9–15. For
more details, click here. A website devoted to the film and Heresies archives can be
found here.

